
10 Stunning Room Designs Ideas for Your
Bedroom - Kara Lawrence Reveals Her
Secrets

Are you tired of coming home to a plain and boring bedroom? Do you want to
transform your bedroom into a stunning oasis of relaxation and comfort? Look no
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further! In this article, renowned interior designer Kara Lawrence shares her top
10 room designs ideas that will turn your bedroom into a sanctuary you'll never
want to leave.

The Power of Colors - Create the Perfect Ambiance

Colors play a crucial role in setting the mood of a room. Kara Lawrence suggests
opting for soft and soothing colors like pastel blues, light grays, and pale pinks to
create a calming atmosphere in your bedroom. Avoid using vibrant and bold
colors as they may disrupt your sleep and relaxation.
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Functional Furniture - Maximize Space and Comfort

When it comes to bedroom furniture, Kara Lawrence advises choosing pieces
that are not only visually appealing but also serve a practical purpose. Invest in a
comfortable bed with built-in storage compartments, opt for a sleek dresser for
organizing your clothes, and consider a nightstand with enough space to hold
your essentials.

Lighting - Set the Mood with the Right Illumination
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Proper lighting can make a huge difference in any room, especially the bedroom.
Lawrence suggests installing a dimmer switch to adjust the brightness according
to your needs. Additionally, consider incorporating bedside lamps or wall sconces
for soft lighting during the night.

Textures and Patterns - Infuse Personality into Your Space

Adding textures and patterns to your bedroom can instantly elevate the overall
aesthetic. Lawrence recommends using textured wallpapers, plush rugs, and
patterned curtains to create a sense of warmth and coziness. Experiment with
different fabrics and prints to reflect your personal style.

Minimalism - Embrace Simplicity and Serenity

Simplicity is key when it comes to designing a peaceful bedroom. Lawrence
suggests decluttering the space and keeping only the essentials. Incorporate
minimalistic décor elements such as clean-lined furniture, simple artwork, and
neutral color palettes to achieve a serene environment.

Natural Elements - Bring the Outdoors In

Connecting with nature can promote relaxation and rejuvenation. Lawrence
advises incorporating natural elements into your bedroom design. Add indoor
plants or place a vase with fresh flowers on your dresser. Moreover, consider
using wooden furniture to bring an earthy feel to your space.

Wall Art - Personalize Your Sanctuary

Your bedroom should reflect your personality and interests. Lawrence suggests
hanging beautiful artwork or photographs on the walls to add a personal touch.
Choose pieces that inspire you and create a calming ambiance.

Window Treatments - Balance Light and Privacy



Choosing the right window treatments is essential for achieving both natural light
and privacy. Lawrence recommends using curtains or blinds that allow you to
control the amount of light entering your bedroom. Opt for blackout curtains if you
prefer a darker environment for better sleep.

Cosy Corner - Create Your Relaxation Spot

A cosy corner adds a touch of luxury to your bedroom, providing a dedicated
space to unwind. Lawrence suggests incorporating a comfortable armchair or
chaise lounge, a side table for your favorite books and beverages, and a soft
throw blanket to cozy up with.

Romantic Touches - Set the Mood for Love

For those seeking a romantic bedroom design, Lawrence has a few tips. Soft, dim
lighting, scented candles, and silk or satin bedding can create a sensual and
intimate atmosphere. Don't forget to add a touch of warmth with decorative
pillows and elegant draperies.

In , by following these 10 stunning room design ideas by Kara Lawrence, you can
effortlessly transform your bedroom into your dream sanctuary. Remember, the
key is to create a space that reflects your personality, promotes relaxation, and
brings joy every time you step into it.
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It might be tempting to buy the biggest bed possible to feather a luxurious nest.
But doing this in a small space tends to cause a more cramped feel. Instead,
choose a bed with small stature that won't choke the room, such as an iron bed
with a see-through headboard and footboard. Or pick a bed with no footboard at
all, such as a platform or storage bed. Doing so will keep the middle of your room
open, making it feel larger.
Go for It

There are two ways to organize a small bedroom: You can make it dark and cozy
with saturated berry reds or chocolate browns. Or, you can boost daylight with
barely dressed windows and a light-bouncing color on the wall, such as cloud
white or sunshine yellow. Either way, don't take a weak approach. You can be
bold in a small space without risking too much money or effort.
Sneak In Storage

When decorating small bedrooms, every square inch is potential storage. Sure,
you can stash sweater boxes under the bed, but if you boost the bed frame on
blocks and add a voluminous skirt, you can hide a set of luggage under there.
Place a storage ottoman under the window to hold extra bedding. Use a chest as
a bedside table to gain drawer space. When it comes to organizing a small
bedroom, make the most of your closet with an organizer system. And look for
wall space where you can hang a bookshelf.
Seize Opportunities in a Small Bedroom

Look for ways to make your small bedroom special. Decorate a bedroom with
punchy fabrics and expressive patterns. Choose interesting lighting, such as a
charming chandelier or sculptural table lamps. For a small bedroom idea that
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makes a statement, try an unusual headboard: Pick one that is extra tall, brightly
upholstered, or curvy. And use artwork to show off your personality. It doesn't
have to be pricey -- framed snapshots will do. Remember, this is the most
personal space in your home, so decorate a bedroom with what makes you
happy.
Let it Shine

You may want to rethink your black-out window treatments. Embrace natural light,
which will help a small bedroom feel light and airy. Layer drapes and light-
blocking shades for style and optimal light control.
Think Tall

Here's a small bedroom idea with staying power: Hang window treatments closer
to the ceiling to make a room feel taller. Don't believe us? Have a partner hold up
curtains to give it a try. It's amazing to see the instant change such a small fix can
make.
Raise The Roof

Decorating a small bedroom can get extra tricky with odd nooks and corners. Use
light, crisp colors to combat unique features like lower ceilings. Bright whites look
luxe in any sized room, and even turn this slanted-ceiling kids' room into a
spacious play zone.
Bedside Manners

Be smart about storage when decorating a small bedroom. Employ a nightstand
with drawers and shelves and install a floating shelf above for extra storage in a
small bedroom. Consider room organizers for small rooms for maximum clutter
control.
Soft Edges



When decorating a small bedroom, go for furniture with rounded edges. It will
take up less floor space and help widen walkways. Half-circle nightstands and
rounded ottomans with hidden storage compartments are the perfect small
bedroom accessory.
Boho Chic

Small room decorating doesn't have to be difficult. Our best advice on how to
organize a small bedroom? Add one piece of drama. In this bedroom, a suzani
patterned tapestry serves as an eye-catching headboard. Pair it was other boho
accessories to tie the whole room together.
Layers of Style

You may need to defy convention when it comes to design ideas for small
bedrooms. Specifically, get creative with the furniture layout! In this room, the bed
slightly overlaps the two windows, but the placement provides ample walkways.
Just be sure to move furniture several inches away from the window to make
room for blinds and curtains.

Effective Anger Management For Parents To
Help You Keep Your Cool When Your
Being a parent can be one of life's most rewarding experiences, but it can
also be incredibly challenging. There are moments when frustration and
stress can build up,...
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